Thanks to the archival research of Michaël Gasperoni, 3 the Italian translator of the Guide of the Perplexed appears to us in the lively context of the social life of the time: in the 16 th century, in San Marino, the relatively prosperous Recanati family lived on money-lending, which was soon supplemented by trade and crafts, as well as, most probably, by agricultural activities.
The size of the Jewish community (if it can be called that way) where Yedidya grew up and studied deserves our attention: in fact, this community included only sixteen to twenty-one persons. One can therefore say that this "community" basically was identical to Yedidya's family.
Yedidya Recanati thus belonged to a well-off, respected family. The anti-Jewish measures implemented by the Popes in the second half of the 16 th century had scarce effect on San Marino, which, despite being close to the Papal State, was an independent Republic-though under the influence of the Duchy of Urbino. Yedidya's family certainly possessed a high Jewish cultural level. We know for instance that his father, Moshe, hosted in his house in Rimini (also in the Duchy of Urbino) the scribe Yitsḥaq Zarfati, where the latter copied (in the year 1556) the important cabbalistic work Sefer minh . at Yehudah by Ya 'aqov Hayyat. 4 Their family house also hosted the local synagogue; when some family members died, notaries took note of a significant number of volumes preserved in their house, mainly written in Hebrew, but also in Italian and Latin. 5 As shown by numerous archival documents, the members of the Recanati family perfectly mastered the Italian language, and some of their Jewish acquaintances 2. In those years, in Pesaro, important rabbinic authorities lived, such as Yitsḥaq Finzi. Finzi's juridic and exegetic opinions are sometimes quoted immediately after Recanati's (see Jerusalem, The National Library of Israel, Ms. Heb. 28°4001, f. 53v). Yitsḥaq Finzi is well-known for having participated in the ban against 'Azarya de Rossi's Me'or 'enayim, cf. 'Azarya Me- Ha-Adumym, 1866, Haqdamat ha-meḥabber; id., 1991 , p. 133. 3. Cf. Gasperoni, 2011 . I would like to thank M. Gasperoni for sharing with me his precise knowledge of Jewish life in San Marino and Pesaro in the Early Modern period. 4. See the colophon (f. 83r) of the ms. Parma, Biblioteca Palatina, Cod. Parm. 3021; and Bianchi, 2012, p. 647. See also Yaari, 1953, p. 26. 5 . The research group Geo-J [Un atlas géomatique et multimedia de la présence juive en Europe du Sud (XVe-XIXe)] will soon publish the results of a broad enquiry concerning the inventories of the libraries of the Jews in Early Modern Italy, and other important data.
were even hired to teach Latin to children of wealthy families in San Marino, 6 a fact which is worth stressing, in that it shows the level of social and intellectual integration reached by our translator's family. At a certain point, Yedidya moved-as other members of his family did-to the bigger (and very close) city of Pesaro, where an important Jewish community was established. There he worked as a teacher, almost certainly as a preceptor. 7 He was held in high respect by his students: in the transcription of one of his exegetical opinions, he was referred to as "Most excellent and Magnificent Rabbi Yedidya, my teacher"; 8 elsewhere, one of his students notes that "His Excellence, Rabbi Yedidya ben Moshe Recanati, came to the house of Rabbi Yitsḥaq to teach us knowledge and the fear of God." 9 Besides an obvious expertise in the traditional Jewish disciplines, mainly Halakha and biblical exegesis, he possessed a good knowledge of philosophy, was able to write in a highly elegant and sophisticated Hebrew and was fluent in Italian; he possibly knew also Latin. 10 His works, mostly of didactic nature, have been studied so far by three eminent scholars in the 19 th century, Gustavo Sacerdote, David Kaufmann and Moritz Steinschneider.
The cultural level reached by Yedidya was very advanced; amazingly, we could add, especially when considering the tiny size of the social group he belonged to. He must have received a one-to-one education and, most probably, he was the preceptor of only one disciple: such limitations, however, apparently did not have a negative impact on the quality of the education process. This was one of the main features of Italian Jewish culture: numerically limited communities were capable of reaching high intellectual standards. 1878, pp. 33-34; Sacerdote, 1892 and Kaufmann, 1898a . See also Kaufmann's review in Kaufmann, 1897 -98, pp. 365-368, reprinted in Wilhelm (hrsg. v.), 1967 Yedidya ben Moshe Recanati wrote in Hebrew script, from 1580 to 1581, a complete translation into Italian of the Hebrew version of the Guide of the Perplexed made by Samuel Ibn Tibbon, of which two complete codices are extant. 11 However, before explaining the main features of this translation, as well as its objectives and the public addressed, it is useful to mention some other works written by Yedidya. This will give us a more consistent intellectual framework that can be useful to better understand his Italian translation, whose title is Erudizione de' confusi. 12
Yedidya Recanati's works
As one can infer from a letter written before the drafting of the Erudizionecharacterised, like all of his letters, 13 by a proficient use of Renaissance rabbinic Hebrew-Yedidya was particularly proud of two of his works: the first was the explanation of some difficult passages from Eliyahu Mizrahi's supercommentary of Rashi's biblical commentary; the second was the so-called Sefer turgeman, a translation into literary Italian of the biblical verses whose understanding was not obvious: that is, almost all of them.
Most of Yedidya's works-all of which remained manuscripts-were mainly prompted by two different needs, i. e. to explain and to vulgarise, where the latter should be understood as the translation of a Hebrew text into the vernacular language. The 16 th and the 17 th centuries were the golden age of "Volgarizzamenti" from Latin and Greek into Italian, and exactly in that period the Jews contributed to this important endeavour with a series of Italian translations of Hebrew texts; Yedidya ben Moshe Recanati is one of the leading figures of this Jewish contribution.
The Sefer turgeman, an ambitious and quite voluminous work, was fairly successful, since it was copied several times in the surroundings of San Marino 11. The first one is the draft of the author and contains a great number of corrections [Parma, Biblioteca Palatina, Cod. Parm. 3069 (Richler 1259; De Rossi Ital. 5) ]. The second one is the final version: Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. Or. Quart. 487 (Steinschneider 55). Another fragment of the text is conserved in Jerusalem, The National Library of Israel, Ms. Heb. 8°3908. 12. I have already dealt with this work in a preliminary way in Guetta, 2005. 13 . Yedidya gathered 150 of his letters (authentic or conceived as models for different situations) and other texts (in verse or in prose) in a book called Ketavim u-melitsot (Writings, proses and poems), Oxford, Bodleian Library, Ms. Opp. Add. 8° 38 (Neubauer 2416). and Pesaro, the two cities where Yedidya lived. It is actually an almost complete translation of the Bible, written in excellent "literary" Italian, i. e. Tuscan, using the Hebrew script. Its language is very different from the previous versions written in the so-called "Judeo-Italian" that strictly adhered to the original Hebrew text: such versions were written exclusively for didactic purposes and, therefore, their authors were not interested in creating elegant, flowing translations. 14 The aim of this work was, as highlighted by Yedidya himself in a letter, to provide teachers with a flowing, almost complete version of the Bible. Nonetheless, it seems that its author decided to make his endeavour easier by borrowing (or rather, adapting and copying) from an already existing and quite popular Italian version of the Bible, which was forbidden in those years, being on the blacklist of the Inquisition: Antonio Brucioli's translation of the Bible, which had been published about forty years earlier and re-printed several times. Brucioli's version was doubly forbidden: as a vernacular translation-since 1559, the Latin Vulgate was the only permitted version-and as a work of a crypto-protestant author.
Unlike other Italian Jewish translators and lexicographers, Yedidya, although he possessed the skills to create his own original version, decided to draw fully from an existing text that, being very faithful to the Hebrew original, appeared to him as the most reliable option; the only change he had to do was to re-write the Christological interpretations contained in Brucioli's version.
Another work is a translation in the other direction, namely from Italian into Hebrew, of the Book of Judith mi-sefer notsri, i. e. from a Christian book (most probably in its Italian version). The Book of Judith was excluded from the Jewish canon but included in the Greek Septuagint as well as in Jerome's Vulgate and in several vernacular translations in different languages, among which also in Italian. 15 Yedidya's version is written in excellent Hebrew, even though it contains some Italianisms. He was certainly not the first Jewish author to undertake a translation of this book, but he was probably not aware of the previous versions. 16 Both the translations of the Bible and of the Guide of the Perplexed were aimed at providing teachers and their disciples with learning tools written in Italian, which was their everyday language. As for Yedidya's translation of the Book of Judith, it was undertaken for a different purpose, that was to bring this book back from being a "Christian book" to the fold of Jewish culture, to which it belonged 14. Cf. Ferretti Cuomo, 1995; Guetta, 2016. 15. Jerusalem, The National Library of Israel, Ms. Heb. 28°4001, ff. 81r-87v. 16. Cf. Haberman, 1975, pp. 42-74. by right, thus realizing a sort of national re-appropriation. In the very same years, 'Azarya de' Rossi in his Me'or 'enayim "brought back" to the Jewish culture the philosopher Philo of Alexandria and translated into Hebrew the Greek Letter of Aristeas, itself dealing with the Greek translation of the Bible, the Septuagint. Besides that, we should also mention that in those decades there was a general interest for the character of Judith, as shown by numerous literary works and paintings inspired by this heroic character. 17
The Erudizione de' confusi: its objectives, its features For which readership was the translation of the Guide intended? And what are its main features? Yedidya prefaces his translation with a presentation of his work, which is extremely helpful to understand his purposes. He presents Maimonides as a man of science, a great expert in theoretical disciplines-which he calls "contemplative" disciplines. The outstanding personalities of the past, to whom he is compared, are not other Jewish thinkers, but rather Greek philosophers and scientists:
A man whose knowledge of contemplative disciplines was flawless, [as great] a mathematician as Euclid of Megara, [as great] a natural philosopher as Galen, more divine than Plato, a more sublime astrologer than Ptolemy and, at large, a man who possessed all virtues, who was able and had the desire and the skills to teach us and show us the truth in a straightforward manner; who was able to explain every concept, no matter how difficult, obscure or transcendent it can appear to be, in a plain, easy and clear way, so that any intellect is satisfied by his words. 18 17. Only to mention Italy, the book of Judith was elaborated into theatrical dramas by Luca Ciarafello de Clerio (Giuditta e Oloferne, Naples 1540) and Giovanfrancesco Alberti (Oloferne, Ferrara 1593). It was painted by Vasari, Caravaggio, Artemisia Gentileschi and many others. The same idea of scientific dissemination is restated once again, just a few lines below. It seems that the metaphysical-religious nature of the Guide of the Perplexed was of secondary importance for Yedidya. The criticism of anthropomorphism, the negative theology, the theory of prophecy, the meaning of the mitswot (divine commandments), the issues of evil and divine providence: such central themes of the Guide seem to count less than Maimonides' sporadic scientific remarks. The traditional fidelity of Italian Jewish scholars to Maimonides' philosophic teachings, and even more so, what has been called a "liturgic repetition" of his doctrine, 19 both of which had been alive in the first part of the 16 th century, 20 were definitively over. 21 Since I have met plenty of beautiful minds and sensible intellects who are in need of the light that this book can shed and who would greatly benefit from it, and would gladly study it if they could be assured that the obscurity of many simple words would not be of any hindrance for them, and if they knew that, should they find any unclear passages, they could express their doubts to a man of knowledge and so solve them, and that such a man would not be simply a Jew with knowledge of Jewish sciences but also a mathematician expert in mathematics and an astrologer expert in astrology. For these reasons, I have endeavoured to translate the present ‫מורה‬ into the vernacular Italian language, which everyone is familiar with. 22 19. Sermoneta, 1965 . 20. Bonfil, 1974 -1975 . But Sermoneta's statement, that the Hebrew-Italian philosophic glossaries of the end of the 16 th century and the beginning of the 17 th century were "totally anachronistic, " a sort of "merciful act of one who wants to keep a relic of the past […] but being aware of the oblivion into which the 'science' to which those lemmas belonged had fallen" (cf. Sermoneta, 1969, pp. 78-79) , has to be mitigated. Aristotelian categories were still the mental frame of an ordinary scholar of that time, be he Jewish or Christian. 22. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. Or. Quart. 487, p. 2: «Onde avendo io conosciuto molti beli ingegni e molto delicati inteletti che hano bisogno de la inteligenza di questo libro s'avarebbono con il suo aiuto gran profitto, e volontieri vi si meterebino atorno se fossero asicurati che non l'impedisse laoscurità [sic] di molte semplici parole e che fossero chiari venendoli dubio qualche punti potere e sapere esprimere il loro dubio a qualche valente homo, non tanto a un ebreo nelle scienze ebraiche quanto a un matematico de le cose matematiche e quanto a un astrologo de le cose de l'astrologia. Per questo, dico, mi son messo a tradur esso quale ora vedete e renderlo in lingua volgara italiana familiare a tutti.» In a previous Further on, the translator reintroduces the "moral things" as well as the "divine things" among the topics dealt with by Maimonides. The translator's main aim is providing Jewish students with an Italian version of the most difficult terms, so that they could understand passages from the book and eventually master the different aspects of those disciplines, helped by specialised teachers ("be he a mathematician, a natural scientist, an astrologist or a theologian"matematico, naturale, astrologo o teologo che sia): 23
Nor should any beginner consider the reading of this translation as an easy task, since he will find in many parts of this work different concepts relating to moral issues as well as to mathematics, natural sciences, geometry, and issues concerning the divine; in each part, I attempted to translate by using the most clear words and the most appropriate terms for each concept, as dealt with by their authors. And even when beginners will not be able to grasp the essence of certain propositions, at least they will be able to formulate adequate questions with the aid of my translation. In fact, by using the appropriate vocabulary, they will be able to adequately formulate their questions and be understood by any man of knowledge-be he a mathematician, a natural scientist, an astrologer or a theologian-who will finally help them overcome the difficulty of those passages with an oral explanation, and so make them knowledgeable, within the limits set by the degree of complexity of a given concept and the perspicacity of their intellect; and they will be satisfied. Therefore, they will have to be grateful not only to the authors as such, but also to the scholar who will explain them any unclear concept; and to me, as I will have guided them on the straight path by giving them the words to formulate a correct question and so be understood. They will always remember my intention and the goal I passage, Yedidya writes that Ibn Tibbon's version can be obscure to many readers, who therefore abandon its reading: "I am so sorry, my dear book; don't blame me, my dear author, if I leave you" («Autor mio, abii pazienza, libro mio, non ti sdegnar meco se io ti lascio»). 23. A quite similar remark can be found in the vernacular (Castilian in Hebrew letters) philosophical work Regimiento de la vida by Moshe ben Barukh Almosnino (Salonic, 1564). Almosnino would have preferred to write this work in Hebrew, but he hoped that Spanish would help his readers to exchange on these subjects with scholars who did not know Hebrew. See Nelson Novoa, 2011. was aiming at, which was nothing but that of being helpful to them and to others who are in a similar condition. 24
Yedidya translated Maimonides' work into Italian, i. e. into a "vernacular language everyone is familiar with" («in lingua volgara italiana familiare a tutti»). His Italian is flawless, but at the same time, he decides to use the Hebrew script. 25 There are several reasons behind his choice: first of all, using the Hebrew script was part of a consolidated tradition; in fact, Italian Jews will definitely stop using the Hebrew script to write in Italian only in the first decades of the 17 th century. The important Hebrew-Latin-Italian dictionary by David de Pomi (Tsemah. David) , published in 1572, is still characterised by the Hebrew transcription of the Italian terms in order to make it accessible to Jewish readers.
Secondly, this work was expressly destined for Jewish students. Yedidya was essentially a teacher, and the current written language at that time was Hebrew, at school as well as in personal correspondence between the teacher and his students. It is clear that Yedidya did not have the ambition to present his work to the République des Lettres of Italian intellectuals, regardless of their faith. Perhaps he lacked the audacity to do so: he makes a considerable effort to excuse himself in advance for unwanted inaccuracies that might have occurred in his work, in order to pre-empt criticisms: I say so in order to defend myself from the slanderers, that have no respect for someone else's efforts and hardships he had to go through just for the sake of bringing them some benefit: such 24. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. Or. Quart. 487, f. 2: «Né arà alcuno principiante da tener per cosa lieve a legere questa mia traduzione, peroché trovarà egli in molti lochi de l'opera l'autore tratare quando di cose morali, quando di matematica, quando di cose naturali, quando di sfera, quando di cose divine, e ciascun punto mi son sforzato tradurre con le più chiare parole e con li lor proprii termini e vocaboli i nomi trattati dali lor autori istessi. E se bene il principiante, legendoli, non intenderà la sostanza della proposizione, saper almeno con l'aiuto de la mia traduzione dimandare quello che non saperà. Però ché trovarà il punto ristretto con tal parole, che proferendole a alcuno de la professione, sarà di subito inteso -da matematico, da naturale, da astrolago o teolago che si sia; dal qual finalmente a voce viva li potrà eser spianato la dificoltà di quel passo, e farlo capace quanto comporterà la natura del concetto e la forze [sic] del suo inteletto, a tal che restarà egli sodisfatto. Il che avendoli, meritamente averà egli d'aver obligo, a l'autori, come autori, e a quel dotto che li spianarà il caso, e a me anco per averlo incaminato per la via retta, metendogli in bocca come egli abbia a dimandare per esser inteso. Massimo tenendo lui sempre a memoria l'intenzion mia, e il fine che io mi ho preposto, non esser stato altro, che di giovare a lui e a simil a lui.» 25. On this issue, see Freedman, 1972 and Busi, 1987. people open their mouth and rinse their teeth with calumny, driven only by toxic envy and the desire to curse someone else's efforts. 26 It is legitimate to wonder how did Yedidya approach and study the Moreh nevukhim, which is quite difficult to understand without the explanation of a competent teacher. It cannot be ruled out that he read and studied it by himself, with the help of some commentaries from the 15 th century (Efodi, Asher Crescas, Shem Tov ben, Yosef Ibn Shem Tov), that were present in the editions printed in 1551 (Venice) and 1553 (Sabbioneta).
In any case, his understanding of the text is perfect. His translation is characterised by a significant degree of faithfulness to the source, which clearly shows that the tradition of calque translations still played an important role at that time. Moreover, one can frequently observe the addition of words to better explain a difficult concept. For instance, in I, 2, the Hebrew nit'atsem (from 'etsem, substance, literally "what constitutes a man's substance, " here referring to the intellect, that distinguishes men as such) is translated as "[man] really and truly receives his own being." 27 In the same chapter, the injunction we-hitbonen, "look, " "note, " is rendered by "note with subtlety"; 28 megannehu, litt. "[man] despises it, " referring to man's nudity in gan 'eden, is, in the Italian translation, "[man] had judged it dishonest and reprobates it as ugly." 29 Similarly, in I, 5, which treats, among other subjects, Moses' praiseworthy action of "covering his face not to look at God, " one can find the following: "not to look at God's divinity," which has the function of explaining the meaning of this passage avoiding any anthropomorphic explanation, following Maimonides' spirit. 30 26. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. Or. Quart. 487, p. 3: «Tutto questo dico per difendermi da' maldicenti che non riguardano né a fatica né a strazio alcun che l'altrui abia patito per porgere giovamento loro: generalmente insieme con gli altri, aprino la bocca [p. 4] e si sciacquino i denti con l'infamia de l'altrui, spinti solo da una pessima invidia a danare le fatiche de l'altrui.» 27. Ibid., p. 22: «… cognizione dalla quale riceve il suo essere veramente e realmente.» 28. Ibid., p. 24: «e nota sotilmente». The same is found in 1, 17 (ibid., f. 34): «e nota questo fatto sotilmente», "note this fact with subtlety, " where the Hebrew has only we-da' zeh gam ken, namely "and know this too." 29. Ibid.: «aveva giudicato disaunesto [sic] … riprobato per brutto.» 30. Similarly, the word or, the light shining at the top of Mount Sinai (I, 18, f. 37) , is rendered by la divinità santissima, namely: "the very holy divinity, " which avoids the reference to a physical perception.
In some cases, the addition of a word can provide interesting insights in Yedidya's cultural context. In I, 9, the word kisse is explained by Maimonides, after its obvious meaning "chair, " as the seat of very honourable people, such as the kings; here, Recanati adds the word il prelato, "the prelate, i. e. a Church dignitary." Clearly, the catholic context played a role in this choice. Even if his translation is addressed to Jewish readers, in Recanati's eyes an important person is, almost by definition, an ecclesiastic authority.
Such additions and paraphrases are present in practically all the chapters, or capi, of the Erudizione de' confusi, also called Precettore de' confusi (Guide of the Perplexed). (First title Insegna a' dubitanti, as it appears in the draft, then erased).
A short glossary of the philosophical terms of Maimonides' Treatise of Logic, Millot ha-higgayon, is appended by Yedidya at the end of the second part of the translation. This list helps us to understand to what extent he was acquainted with the main philosophical terms in Italian, and a closer look at his choices will tell us more about his knowledge and orientation.
With these specific characteristics, and notwithstanding some very rare imperfections-taking a negation instead of an affirmation, some changing of verbal persons, a few unclear or too involved and complicated sentences and a certain instability in the translation, the Erudizione de' confusi can certainly be considered a remarkable work, both for the history of the reception of Maimonides' Guide in the late Renaissance and for the history of linguistic. The historian of Italian language will be interested by the kind of Italian used by Yedidya: did he keep a "Jewish" nuance, following the so-called Judaeo-Italian idiom?
The philosophic and religious orientation of Yedidya Recanati Besides Yedidya's personal motivations, which he admitted openly ("No one had ever done it, even those who could have done it much better than I, and a sort of ambition pushed me to the endeavor") 31 as well as his alleged scientific considerations (i. e. to provide Jewish students with a scientific vocabulary in Italian so that they could be able to discuss with Jewish and Christian scholars), 31. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. Or. Quart. 487, p. 2: «Ma la verità è questa: che la guida che mi ha in ciò guidato e la causa che a questo fatto mi ha costretto è stata una certa emulazione -o invidia che vogliamo dire -di avere inteso, conosciuto e veduto tanti e tanti ebrei del mondo e non esser stato nesuno (che io sapia) che si sia risoluto a tradurlo sino al dì di oggi, benché ciascun di loro di gran lunga l'arebbe saputo e potuto fare meglio che me.» is it possible to detect an intellectual strategy (implicit, at least) that inspired the writing of the Erudizione de' confusi?
This question leads us to further investigate the role of Maimonides' thought in general, and his Guide of the Perplexed in particular, in the culture of Italian Jews towards the end of the 16 th century.
From the above mentioned Ketavim u-melitsot (a collection of paradigmatic letters, including some texts of a different nature, such as elegies, poems, etc.) one can infer the author's constant utilization of the Guide, that provides him with Hebrew expressions and inspires some of his theological ideas. In one of these letters, Yedidya refers to some of his earlier works:
‫אי‬ ‫אשר‬ ‫באבדי‬ ‫אבדם‬ ‫יהיה‬ ‫לא‬ ‫אשר‬ ‫עד‬ ‫ספרים‬ ‫לחבר‬ ‫האלקי‬ ‫החפץ‬ ‫והניעני‬ ‫מבלעדיו.‬ ‫אפשר‬
And the divine desire has led me to write some books, so that my death-which is unavoidable-would not cause their extinction . 32 This is indisputably a reference to the text of the "Preliminary observations" that opens the third section of the More nevukhim.
Another letter, which tells us something about Yedidya's philosophical interests, is centered on the concept of the supreme good, or the highest finality, 33 ‫האחרון‬ ‫התכלית‬ ‫או‬ ‫העליון‬ ‫.הטוב‬ Here, Yedidya ben Moshe Recanati talks about Plato's error, who did not make any distinction between the good in God and the good on the level of human beings, where the latter is to be considered just a homonym (meshuttaf) of the former.
Plato made an error in using the expression "supreme good, " referring indistinctly to the various meanings of this term, which should be considered simply as homonyms. In fact, the plain, absolute good is only God Himself, may he be blessed and sanctified, to which nothing can be added nor subtracted; such absolute good is in no relation whatsoever with our [human] goods, as it is entirely distinct from the latter. Such goods are in fact nothing but a shadow compared to it. 34 32. Ketavim u-melitsot, Oxford, Bodleian Library, Ms. Opp. Add. 8° 38, f. 42v. 33. Ibid., f. 48r/v. 34. Ibid.: ‫ובפשטות‬ ‫בהחלט‬ ‫טוב‬ ‫האלה‬ ‫מובני'‬ ‫לשני‬ ‫המשותף‬ ‫העליון‬ ‫הטוב‬ ‫של‬ ‫השם‬ ... ‫בשנות‬ ‫אפלטון‬ ‫שטעה‬ ‫"אלא‬ ‫מהם‬ ‫ונבדל‬ ‫שלנו‬ ‫הטובות‬ ‫אלה‬ ‫עם‬ ‫יחס‬ ‫לו‬ ‫שאין‬ ‫לגרוע‬ ‫אין‬ ‫וממנו‬ ‫להוסיף‬ ‫אין‬ ‫עליו‬ ‫אשר‬ ‫וית'‬ ‫ית'‬ ‫אל‬ ‫אם‬ ‫כי‬ ‫אינו‬ ‫וזה‬ One of the fundamental themes of the Guide of the Perplexed is indeed the unbridgeable chasm between human and divine qualities, which our language is unable to express: we have the same word (a homonym) for two completely different notions. Here, Yedidya is resolutely Maimonidean. However, one can also notice a certain platonic influence in his statements, which is not present in Maimonides' work, at least not so explicitly: God is "the good, " whereas the human good is nothing but a "shadow" of the divine one. God as the supreme good is a common notion in Maimonides' oeuvre; it is the reference to the "shadow, " typically platonic, that seems to be absent in the philosophical vocabulary of the Andalusian philosopher. 35 In another passage of the same book, a deceased man was praised by him in an elegy-authentic or conceived as a model, like all the letters and writings of Ketavim u-melitsot-in the following way:
He made wings to himself to fly from the mathematical knowledge to the physical one, and from the latter to the metaphysical. 36 Which is a clear reference to the curriculum of the true sage, as it is expressed in the Guide of the Perplexed. In the same letter, he praises the association of To ra h and rational sciences. 37 The importance of the intellect is constantly recalled: in another letter, its divine origin is emphasized, probably-again-with a neo-platonic nuance:
The preparations that bring man to perfection (which is the intellectual understanding) […] to the point where the intellect becomes stronger than all human faculties […] acting and being acted, receiving and giving, speaking and listening, guiding and being guided by the perfect and divine light, whence it was taken. 38 We could not find any other references to Maimonides in Yedidya's writings, neither in his letters, nor in an interesting booklet, the Pinqas, that was probably written for his own personal use. 39 In this notebook, our author/translator wrote down in alphabetical order some difficult Hebrew words and other terms of particular interest, providing for each of them a brief definition and a reference to the bibliographic sources he drew on. At a first, quick reading of this Jewish library of the late 16 th century, the More seems to be absent.
‫באמת."‬
This notwithstanding, it would be wrong to infer that philosophy was absent in this specific Italian Rabbinic cultural milieu. True, one cannot ignore that Yedidya, in his Index of midrashim, a comment upon biblical passages, also quotes the Zohar, the main corpus of cabbalistic writings; moreover, we know that Yedidya was asked by the father of his students to copy out the "secrets of the Torah, " i. e. the hidden and disguised elements of practical qabbalah. 40 The translator of the Guide did not see qabbalah and a good knowledge of Aristotle's and Plato's thought as contradictory according to the intellectual synthesis typical of the Late Renaissance. In another letter addressed to a student, when interpreting a difficult passage from a book (probably ' Aqedath Yitsh . aq by the Spanish author Yitsh . aq Arama, 15 th century), Yedidya undertakes an analysis of the concept of "supreme good" according to Aristotle (in his Nicomachean Ethics) and Plato. This analysis does not encompass Maimonides' thought; on the contrary, the rationalistic position of the author of the Guide is implicitly criticized in the following passage, where the object of criticism is Aristotle:
According to Aristotle, the highest purpose of human being is knowledge. However, his comprehension was not able to conceive the level represented by prophecy, which enables to know and understand that practical happiness (ha-osher ha-ma'asi) is superior to intellectual happiness (ha-osher ha-'inyani). 41 39. Budapest, Jewish Theological Seminary, Ms. K. 203. 40. ‫מעשית‬ ‫קבלה‬ ‫טמוני‬ ‫ושפוני‬ ‫תורה‬ ‫.סתרי‬ Ibid., f. 53r. In another letter (ibid. f. 67r/v) there is a quotation from the Zohar (Part II, f. 161b), but emptied of its theological content and used only for rhetorical purposes. 41. Ibid., f. 47v. The conclusion of the Guide (III, 53 and 54), where Maimonides insists on the importance of the practical translation (justice) of the human intellectual qualities, can have legitimately inspired Recanati's position. Other exegetical passages of philosophical nature-dealing with Arama's affirmations-were proposed by Yedidya to his student (Yitsḥaq of Urbino?) and were copied in the ms. Jerusalem, National Library of Israel, Ms. Heb. 8 4001, esp. ff. 53-58.
The articulation of his thought is not completely clear, since Yedidya deals with very complex issues in just a few lines. However, as much as we can infer from what he writes, it seems that his position was the following: Aristotle, the best of the philosophers, ("the chief of the philosophers and their prince, " as Recanati translates Guide 1, 5) 42 thinks that man's supreme good consists in intellectual contemplation, while the Jews, as depositaries of the Torah, know through prophecy that above this level there is a higher degree of happiness that derives from the fulfilment of the commandments or from dedication to the Torah.
In another letter, remarkable for its eloquence, he talks about the love of the Torah for those who study it and are dedicated to it: There is no love comparable to that of the Torah, my honourable friend. Her breast nourishes man in every moment; by loving her, good and peace are strengthened and spread throughout the world; it is she who gives man intelligence and cleverness, it is she who prolong his days, adding strength to strength […] the friendship between the lover and the beloved is sweeter than honey, and very strong too, it is bound with the triple cord of Torah, Prophets and Hagiographers. 43 Such a representation of the Torah as a living being, together with the relegation of intellectual happiness to a lower degree of importance, are closer to Yehuda ha-Levi's sensibility and to that of cabalists, rather than to Maimonides'. 44 Among the Italian Jews, Yeḥiyel Nissim ben Shemuel of Pisa had clearly showed such sensibility some decades before, in 1539, in his book Minḥat qena'ot, 45 and in the same years 'Ovadya Sforno published Or 'ammim (Light of the nations), which can be considered as the last great Jewish philosophical 42. Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Ms. Or. Quart. 487, p. 26: «il capo de' filosofi e lor principe.» 43. Ketavim u-melitsot, Oxford, Bodleian Library, Ms. Opp. Add. 8° 38, ff. 48v-49r. 44. On Ha-Levi's influence in Renaissance (or Late-Renaissance) Italy, see Shear, 2008 . 45. Kaufmann, 1898b synthesis of pre-modern age: in this book, Aristotle and Ibn Rushd are the main protagonists, while Maimonides is almost completely absent. In 1589, i. e. in the same period of Erudizione de' confusi, Yehuda Moscato showed a similar attitude in his well-known sermons, published under the title Nefutsot Yehuda: he wrote in a philosophical style, drawing also from Maimonides, but putting aside his rationalistic orientation.
Some of Maimonides' main ideas, i. e. the synthesis (or even the identification) between philosophy and the Torah, the relation between scientific evidence and mystical love, the view of the divine commandments as a mere means to reach the supreme good, which is the intellectual contemplation of God in an ideal religion with no rites nor prayers, were ideas that could not be accepted by the Jewish culture of the Late Renaissance, nor by the culture of what could be defined as the Baroque age. To put it roughly, in those years, piety associated to religious practice, and not intellectual contemplation, was seen at the highest human achievement.
But in the intellectual world of Yedidya Recanati the influence of Maimonides was still great: not in the details of the doctrine, but as a general inspiration, and even in common expressions used in rhetorical contexts.
In Italy, the reputation of the author of the Guide never completely faded away: it was printed twice in a short span of time, in 1551 and 1553, it was widely studied and it was long considered a classic of Jewish religious literature, even when its overall inspiration ceased to be an active presence in the landscape of Jewish Italian culture of that period.
Yedidya's outstanding work filled a gap in the library of classical books of Italian Jews in translation, which was being shaped in those years. On the other hand, its very limited circulation probably shows that it did not correspond to a necessary, urgent intellectual endeavour of that time.
Appendix-Translation of philosophical terms
The first list of words (placed at the end of section 1 of Erudizione de' confusi) is taken from Maimonides' Millot ha-higgayon, the introduction to Logic, in the Hebrew version by Samuel Ibn Tibbon, as already remarked by G. Sacerdote; 46 more precisely, from the end of each chapter in that work.
The second list (p. 164) aims at giving the translation of the names of the main disciplines. 46. Sacerdote, 1892, p. 314. 
